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Invitation from Messe Berlin to the Mobility Cleaning
Circle
International trade fairs InnoTrans and CMS are organising an exclusive
networking event on the subject of ‘Railway Clean-ing’ on 21 September 2017 in
Berlin
With an exclusive networking event Messe Berlin, organiser of the international trade
fairs InnoTrans and CMS, will be bringing leading decision-makers together at an
event focusing on ‘Railway Cleaning’. The Mobility Cleaning Circle is taking place on
the Berlin Exhibition Grounds on 21 September 2017 as part of the cleaning trade fair
CMS 2017. Personal invitations have been sent to the CEOs of international transport
companies and their senior buyers. The compact programme includes a business
lunch with an introduction to the subject and an opportunity for initial contacts with
leading representatives of the international cleaning sector. Afterwards the
participants will be able to join a guided tour of the exhibitors at the CMS to see the
relevant prod-ucts on display. The Mobility Cleaning Circle is a special service
provided by InnoTrans – the world’s leading trade fair for transport technology. CMS
Berlin 2017 - Cleaning.Management.Services. (19 – 22 Sept.) is the year’s most
important event for the global cleaning sector.
Cleanliness and hygiene are increasingly important competitive factors for the
operators of railways and infrastructure. Travellers and passengers not only demand
punctuality and a high standard of services but also clean trains and railways, as well
as well-maintained stations and stops. The comprehensive overview of the market
provided by CMS 2017 shows examples of the industry’s innovative cleaning
machines and equipment as well as its cleaning and disinfectant products for this
sector.
This press release can also be found on the internet:
www.innotrans.com/Events and www.cms-berlin.com/Events
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